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inTroducTion:

This manual contains information to help you to learn about the safe and 
proper use of the AT32000 Tire Runout Gauge.  K-Line® Industries, Inc can-
not anticipate all conceivable or unique situations.  The instructions and 
warnings included in this manual are not necessarily all-inclusive.  You 
must make sure all conditions and procedures do not jeopardize your 
personal safety.

DISCLAIMER:  All information, images, and speciications contained in 
this manual are based on the latest information available at the time of 
publication.  K-Line® reserves the right to make changes at any time with-
out notifying any person or organization of such revisions or changes.  
K-Line® is not liable for incidental or consequential damages (including 
lost proits) in connection with the furnishing, performance, or use of this 
material.

sAfeTy precAuTions:

Before using the AT32000 Tire Runout Gauge read, understand, and 
follow the safety precautions and operating instructions outlined in 
this manual.  This equipment must be operated by qualiied personnel. 

imporTAnT informATion

 warning

To avoid personal injury, 
carefully read and un-
derstand all instructions 

before attempting to operate any 
equipment or tools.  Do not oper-
ate or work on a machine unless 
you read and understand the in-
structions and warnings in this and 
all other applicable manuals.  

 warning

HAzArd AvoidAnce

Personal injury or death 
can result from improper 
lifting.  Use of jack stands 

is strongly recommended for op-
erator safety.  Consult jack stand 
instructions for proper use and 
weight limitations.
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objecTive

1. Eliminate vibration and irregular tire wear issues.
2. Properly match the high and low spots of the tire and rim runout.
3. Locate wheels and/or tires that need to be reworked or discarded.
4. Locate trouble areas that can induce excessive runout that is not actu-

ally in the tire/rim combo.

TIP:  If tire runout exceeds the stated limits, the operator can check for bent 
or cocked rims, improperly adjusted wheel bearings, improper tire bead seat-
ing, lat spots, improperly tightened rim clamps and rear rim spacers that 
may be causing the extreme reading.

TIP:  While taking measurements it is helpful to mark the spots where the 
tread and sidewall are at their highest and lowest points.  This could help in 
ixing any potential problems later if the runout limits are exceeded.

NOTE:  Consult with the tire manufacturer for acceptable runout specii-
cations.

insTrucTions

sTep 1:  LifT veHicLe

1. Warm tires prior to lifting the vehicle. A drive of 10 miles at highway 
speeds is recommended.  

2. Jack up the vehicle immediately following the warm-up drive to avoid 
lat spots developing on the warm tires.

3. Lift the vehicle/axle, using an approved and secure lifting point, so 
that the tire is no longer touching the ground.  Be sure to use a jack of 
suicient load rating. 

NOTE:  It is highly recommended that you use jack stands, after the vehi-
cle is lifted, to suspend the vehicle in order to reduce risk of injury.  Consult 
jack stand instructions for proper use and weight limitations.
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sTep 2:  pLAcemenT of THe Tire runouT GAuGe

1. Place the Tire Runout 
Gauge with the roller 
wheel against the tread 
surface. (Image 1)  The 
operator should select a 
part of the tread that is 
free from large voids in 
the tread and is consis-
tently lat for the wheel 
to roll on.  

NOTE:  The wheel should sit 
as lat as possible against 
the tread surface, and as 
close to the horizontal cen-
ter line of the wheel/tire as 
possible so that the gauge bar is close to vertical.

sTep 3:  Turn Tire

1. Before turning the tire, be sure to close the two gauge sliders around 
the gauge bar.  This “zeroes out” the gauge as shown in Image 2.

NOTE:  One of the gauge sliders has a locking knob on it.  This knob must 
be loosened in order to be moved into the “closed” position shown in Im-
age 2.

2. The tire should be rotated at least one complete revolution so that the 
gauge can accurately determine the runout of the tire.  It is recom-
mended to complete 2-3 revolutions of the tire to be sure the runout 
reading is accurate.  

Image 2:  Gauge Sliders in “Closed” Position

Gauge Sliders

Locking Knob

Gauge Bar

Image 1:  The Tire Runout Gauge in Place

Roller 
Wheel

Gauge Bar
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NOTE:  The tire should be turned slowly so that unnecessary error is not 
introduced into the gauge.  About 8-10 seconds to complete one tire rota-
tion is recommended.

TIP: Applying tape to the tread around the entire circumference will help to 
reduce error by negating some of the tread lugs and valleys. The wheel roller 
would run on this tape instead of directly on the tread of the tire.

sTep 4: reAdinG THe runouT

The Tire Runout Gauge can be read in place against the tire, or it can 
be removed from the tire so the operator can move it to a location that 
makes the gauge easier to read.  
1. Before removing the gauge from the tire, the locking knob must be 

tightened so that the runout reading is not lost. (Image 2)  Be careful 
to not move the gauge slider when tightening the knob

2. Once the locking knob has been tightened, the tire runout gauge as-
sembly can be removed from contacting the tire.  Shown below, in 
Image 3, is an example reading from a tire.  

The gauge is read by counting the total number of lines separating the 
two gauge sliders.  All lines represent .010” of runout, the diferent lengths 
of lines are only meant to aid in counting them.  In the Image 3, there are 
5 lines separating the two sliders.  This would represent a total runout of 
.050” on that tire.

NOTE:  Runout readings should be noted for all tires.  Consult with the tire 
manufacturer for acceptable runout speciications.

Image 3:  Example Reading on the Tire Runout Gauge

Low Spot Slider

High Spot Slider
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meAsurinG LATerAL runouT:

The AT32000 Tire Runout 
Gauge can also be used on 
the sidewall of the tire, as 
shown in Image 4, to mea-
sure lateral runout.  

1. The roller wheel should 
be placed as close to the 
center of the sidewall as 
possible while locating 
a spot that is lat on the 
entire circumference.  
Avoid the sidewall let-
tering.

2. The roller wheel should 
be placed as close to the 
horizontal center line of the wheel/tire as possible.

3. Rotate the tire at a similar speed as for radial runout.  A speed of 8-10 
seconds per revolution is recommended.

4. 2-3 revolutions should be completed to insure accuracy.

NOTE:  Consult with the tire manufacturer for acceptable runout specii-
cations.

THis compLeTes THe user insTrucTions

Image 4:  Measuring Lateral Runout
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noTes
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